MIND CONTROL DISASTER
MNN. Sept. 20, 2010. People have been conditioned to follow orders and not think
for themselves. The Nazis and church knew how people could be destroyed for
generations by taking children from a natural life and putting them into an artificial
world. Mind control is sexual and mental abuse called social engineering.
German Nazi Heinrich Himmler and his researchers studied families who had abused
their children for generations. The Third Reich wanted to continue creating obedient
masses for the fascist world order.
After World War II in 1947 US President Harry Truman was persuaded to import Nazi
mind control scientists. The CIA and National Security Act were born. Operation
“Paper Clip’ was created to systematically remove civil rights. The scientists were
placed in universities, governments and corporations.
MKULTRA, a CIA research program run by the Office of Scientific Intelligence was
set up. Many victims unknowingly were given drugs, LSD and mental manipulation to
alter brain functions. Files were destroyed in 1973 to avoid investigation. Over 30
universities and institutions were involved.
Mind control is an artificially designed identity. They know intuition, our connection to
the natural world, is repressed through sexual abuse to separate the instinct from the
mind. Perverted sex replaces natural relationships. The mind is unbalanced and
results in disordered peoples.
For hundreds of generations the victimized white race was conditioned to memorize
data, take orders and not to question. Their past and true culture were erased,
repressed or revised. Today their minds are manipulated through pop culture such
as music, movies, education, porn, drugs and all manner of remote control. There is
no free thought, free will or compassion. Media tells them what to do, wear, eat and
how to act. Distorted sexuality and narcissistic self-image are constantly promoted.
Care for the environment is almost totally disregarded.
The state wants mistreated kids to be turned over to their institutions. Psychiatrists
and councilors advise troubled victims to further compartmentalize their brain, which
makes them easier to influence. They are sought for training in jobs to work against
their people.
Sexual predators are sent into our lives and communities. Residential schools were
part of this strategy. Mental and sexual abuse tried to separate us from the natural
world and our survival instinct. We were to be made incomplete, dysfunctional, to
distrust sincere caring people and have difficulty reasoning or remembering. To
avoid beatings, torture, death and forget the horrors, we had to appear obedient.
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Mind control cults and religions based on altered knowledge are now being adapted
and inserted into our communities.
Ongwehonwe means real humans forever who adhere to all that is natural in an
unaltered creation. Kaianereh’ko:wa/Great Law teaches us that we have the ability
to reason.
Human energy comes from using both our intellect and intuition together. We are
complete when the oyentera, orenda and the onigonra work together [mind, body and
energy]. We pass on our ways through our language, stories, songs and culture.
Is the white race waiting for their orders? And what are their orders?
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SQ CORPORAL LEMAY’S DEATH IN OKA IN 1990
MNN. Sept. 18, 2006. In 1991, a year after the 1990 Mohawk Oka Crisis, a reporter
from the Montreal Mirror met with some Rotiskenrakete at the Mohawk Nation Office
in Kahnawake. He had information about the death of SQ Surete du Quebec
Corporal Marcel Lemay during the para-military attack on the Mohawks of
Kanehsatake on July 11, 1990.
In early 1990 there had been a so-called “civil war” stirred up between the
Rotiskenrakete and anti-warriors in Akwesasne. The anti-warriors were supported by
the US and Canada.
SQ Internal Affairs had launched an investigation into illegal sales of weapons to the
anti's without proper permits by a shop in Valleyfield, Quebec, west of Montreal.
It appears that the SQ had given the Akwesasne Tribal Police a check to buy guns.
They went to Valleyfield with some anti-warriors. Instead of cashing it beforehand,
they gave the check to the storeowner to pay for the guns. Several days later two
Mohawk men were shot and killed. These killings remain unresolved.
SQ Internal Affairs found information about the financing and supply of weapons to
the anti-warriors in Akwesasne to destroy the Rotiskenrakete.
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Corporal Lemay was in charge of the internal investigation. He went to the gun store
in Valleyfield. The books showed an SQ check had paid for the guns. Lemay was
ready to report his findings.
On the morning of July 11th, 1990, three of the four SWAT units in the Montreal
district were assigned to the Oka region. They were to launch a para-military attack
on the Mohawks in the ceremonial grounds known as the Pines. The SQ has never
told who issued this order.
Corporal Lemay worked behind the desk investigating police misconduct. On this
day he was ordered to suit up with a bullet-proof vest, helmet and M-16 to take part in
a military style attack on Mohawk men, women and children. Minutes after the
attack, Lemay lay dead.
A bullet had entered his left side just below his armpit between the unprotected area
of the vest and his body. Lemay never got beyond Mohawk lines and never had any
Rotiskenrakere behind or beside him. They had retreated into the woods for better
defensive positions. The SQ had tried to attack from the front and side to catch
Rotiskenrakete in the crossfire in a “flanking maneuver”.
Lemay was on the main front assault line. He was killed outright. The reporter
questioned the SQ’s investigation into Lemay ’s death. Normally when an officer is
killed in the line of duty, someone must pay the price. The SQ treated the death as a
civilian casualty.
Immediately following the attack SQ Internal Affairs descended on Lemay’s home
and seized all his documents. Mrs. Lemay told the media, “I don’t hold the Mohawks
responsible for the death of my husband”.
The reporter concluded that the incident was a setup and cover up. Along with
disposing of Lemay, the assault on our people was the “final push” by the Quebec,
Canada and US governments to choke the Mohawk people into submission and to
criminalize us. They were trying to destroy our economic independence.
The reporter was discredited and threatened to “leave well enough alone”. Lemay’s
discovery of SQ involvement in Akwesasne’s so-called “civil war” would have
implicated the SQ top brass and brought down high government officials.
Kahentinetha MNN Mohawk Nation News, www.mohawknationnews.com
kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books, to donate and to sign up for
MNN newsletters go to www.mohawknationnews.com See Categories
“Kanehsatake” & “Akwesasne”.

CARIBBEAN “JUMP OUT” SQUADS
MNN. Jan. 19, 2010. In a revealing exchange with Grok, we agreed the US
economy may soon be going over the edge.
US paper money collapsing because it’s a fraud; and the public’s survival instinct
neutralized or disconnected.
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The Caribbean Islands are aligned with South America through ALBA. ALBA helped
them get out from under the World Bank and International Monetary Fund.
Remember, the Western Hemisphere is Indigenous!
U.S. strategy is divide and conquer, subversion, death squads, co-opting leaderships,
starving, brutalizing, environmental destruction and killing. They use quick, decisive,
overwhelming and brutal force.
The US could launch hits against South America from Haiti, Puerto Rico,
Guadaloupe, Dominica and so on.
Can they handle united resistance? None love their imperialist Anglo-Euro masters.
They want to be free.
China and Russia are allied with most of South America and much of the 'former'
enslaved world that is not blinded by ideology. The U.S./NATO imperialists cannot
sustain a long-term, brutal 'total war', no matter how lethal are their toys.
Will the US pull the plug on the Planet and go nuclear, if they see they're losing?
These nut bars cannot wipe out the natural world which can do very well without
them. Those tied to our Great Mother Earth, like plants, animals, water, air and
resources beneath, upon and over us are going to hang on.
When the Euros arrived on Onowaregeh/Great Turtle Island and tried to kill off most
of us, our ancestors figured out how to survive. We did not rely on a fatalistic entity
or prayers. We used our minds and our connection to the natural world.
Onowaregeh is our birthright and identity. Some of us will be spared, just like before.
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more
news, books, to donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters, go to
www.mohawknationnews.com See “Central & South America” for more articles.
Grok grok@resist.ca

here are part 1 and part 2. might have sent you part 1 and not part 2. here are both.
hope you find them informative. MNN
MILITIA MOVEMENT INFILTRATES SIX NATIONS – Parts 1 of 2
The ‘Sovran’ Movement By Al Carroll, comment by MNN
MNN Dec. 09. Mohawk communities have been invaded by the Camel Eye/Toe
Treaty cult and other distracting movements.
Militia and “Sovran” movements are entering Six Nations communities spreading,
bizarre New Age fantasies such as Afrocentrics, Black supremacist ideologies,
Moorish Science, and other fake-Egyptian cults. They denounce Indigenous
sovereignty, promote distrust in Indigenous claims, oral traditions and elders.
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Native artists such as David Fadden/Kanietakeron, musician Billy Green, and rapper
B-Chilla have publicly stated their belief in this conspiracy theory based on fraudulent
documents and invented facts. It claims all international law is bound by a treaty
written 1600 years ago.
Dangerous militias, alternative medicine, New Agers, and Quebec separatists declare
themselves as Sovran persons who are beyond all laws.
The clan is the Divine Creator Ordained Sovran Signatory Clan-Mothers Daughter Of
The Great Spirit Of The Divine Supreme In Law Tacit Court For The Sovran Unity
Nations Embassy. Their embassy is in Lakeside, California headed by Ernestine
Trudeau who claims to be an Anishnaabe elder!
“Embassy” workers are non-Native. Brian Sawer-Foner is president, a graduate
student and Green Party candidate from McGill, Canada. Mario Antonacci is “chief
justice”, an entertainer who bills himself as the "World's Craziest Man." He gives
advice on how to be autonomous.
Their store sells “Quantum Healing,” “Orgonite Pendants,” “cancer cures,” “OGM
food restructurers”, IDs and license plates. Their store is altmedicine, pyramids and
"implant killers." Don’t they know The Matrix was just a movie.
They give advice on the IRS, train Ambassadors and involved in the Hemp Industry
and Earth Healing.
Prophecies inventors are non-native New Age frauds, including: Adam DeArmon
AKA "Adam Yellowbird of Sedona," a healer; Roy Steevensz AKA “Roy Littlesun,” a
Dutch-Indonesian claiming to be a Hopi elder; and Aurelio Diaz AKA Tekpankalli,
who claims to be Purapecha.
“Embassies” have been set up throughout the US and Canada, and soon Europe and
Latin America. Fly-by-night embassies can be set up instantly. Bill Squires is the
ambassador In Six Nations Mohawk Territory; Patricia Delisle in Oka; Mario
Antonacci in Montreal; and their Lakota “Ambassador” is Lyle Christensen of
Garland, Texas.
They work with the Quebec Patriotic Militia, who “offer a force of structured
intervention that will protect against an…invader that would … assimilate the people,”
and tax resisters. Offshore banking [in the St. Lawrence?] is being set up to attract
money laundering operations?
The Sovrans are associated with Freedom Files led by “Mary Ann Blackshear Monarch Matriarch, Most High Maiden Holding the Court of Life, Clerk, Executive
Ambassador, Postmaster, Notary, “ Harriet Blackshear, her Mother and Deana Marie
Armstrong Blackshear, her Sister; Marie Ernestine Trudeau is their “Flowing River
Ambassador”; Marie Bouche is their “Sunflower Ambassador.” Karen Anne McDonald
is plain old “Ambassador”; and Jessie Walker Tidwell Blackshear is, “Anointed Ones
Spirit Walking Upon the Earth Diplomatic Minister.” Seriously!
Sounds like Dungeons and Dragons.
Navin Naidu AKA “Chief Judge Silver Eagle” was the “tribal judge” and economic
advisor for the Little Shell Pembinas, a militia posing as an American Indian tribe. He
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was lawyer for George Speight, who led an unsuccessful coup in Fiji. He was
deported for falsely claiming to be a lawyer.
Naidu now calls himself Aidun N.C. Naidu and is the “tribal judge” and “pesiding
elder” for the Tuscarora Signatory Indian Tribe and Word in Action Ministry, another
militia affiliate.
Their mailing address is Onaway, Michigan with an unpublished landline based in
Grayling, Michigan, and an unpublished cell phone in Lumberton, North Carolina.
The real Tuscarora Nation is in upstate New York and North Carolina.
These “Sovrans” are trying to undermine real Indigenous sovereignty by spreading
confusion with their fantasy and illegal moneymaking schemes.” [See Part 2]
Dr. Al Carroll is a historian, Fulbright Scholar, and activist, helping found the hate
watch group New Age Frauds Plastic Shamans (NAFPS) at www.newagefraud.org .
He is the author of Medicine Bags and Dog Tags:
American Indian Veterans from Colonial Times to the Second Iraq War from
University of Nebraska Press.
MNN Mohawk Nation News, kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books, to
donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters, go to www.mohawknationnews.com See
Category “Akwesasne”.

MORE ON MILITIA MOVEMENT - Part 2
MNN has commented on Al Carroll’s revealing article on The Camel Eye [Toe] Treaty
Hoax [Nov. 4, 2009]
MNN. Dec. 09. The Camel Toe Treaty is the bible for Sovran groups. No such treaty
exists. Non-native, Monica Peters, of Akwesasne is the spokesperson. The inventor
was the late Meredith Quinn, the so-called legal advisor for the "Dakota Empire."
Weirdness abounds. Meaningless references to DNA and mitochondria, such as "self
proclaiming dragon chiefs" and "divine life force delta 9 frequency," divine angels of
light, Interpol, European witch hunts, the Virgin Mary and the Essenes, an ancient
Jewish cult.
“Kanabosm” is sacred and “majik” marijuana.
Some Camel Toe Treaty illusions:
1. ".. the Treaty of the Camels Eye, The Eye of Isis and The Eagle Bowl Treaty was
signed July 2nd 408 A.D. upon the surrender of the Roman Empire."
A thousand year old treaty before Columbus does not affect Natives. Rome fell in
476, not 408.
2. "Peace Pipe Treaties cover all Indian Tribes of North and South America;
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The Seal of Solomon Treaty [Covers all Blacks, Arabs and Israelites]; The Paladium
of Troy Treaty [Covers Asia and Minor Asia]; Noah’s Ark Treaty [Covers all Anglia,
Saxon, Mercia and Northumbrian Groups or The White Tribes of Europe]"
Peace pipes were not used by most Indigenous. The Seal of Solomon is his ring of
authority, not a treaty. The Palladium was in Athens, not Troy. Minor Asia does not
exist. An English treaty can’t be named after Noah's Ark! The English are not the
only "white tribes of Europe".
3. "...in 408 AD England [as the second Rome] was given the responsibility of
fulfilling the … Camel Toe Treaty."
England was a minor province of the Roman Empire, divided under many rulers for
many centuries.
4. "The ROMAN EMPIRE included the Crown of England, France and Spain. Today
ROYAL FAMILIES are descendants of the OLD ROMAN EMPIRE or the ROMAKOS
who are the descendants of GREEK ROYALTY."
These three nations were not part of the Roman Empire. The British and Greek
dynasties were German.
5. "... the name of this book can be found in the new Bible-Numbers 21:14. The
Monarchy of any Tribal Government are called: Angels; Daughters of the Great Spirit
or Pure Light."
A conspiracy theory from the Euro-Middle East derived Bible can’t involve Indians.
6. "a Signatory Tribe belongs to a clan that is ruled by a Clanmother, Angels, Pure
Light, or Daughters of the Great Spirit, who are the Title Owners of the Sovereign
Territories."
The colonists insisted on male Native treaty signers.
7. "5,6, and 7 Nations were Indian Tribes created by George Washington"
He did not create tribes.
8. "The original Iroquois Confederacy was 52 Nations."
Haudenosaunee don’t agree.
Peters described how she came to fall for the Camel:
“… in June 2009. I was involved in a late night discussion … about personal
experiences, world events, dream symbolism and astrology.
… I researched The Orion Prophecy; Hieroglyphs; Astrology, the location of
Pyramids; Egyptology; Eye of Isis; Obelisk in New York City behind the Metropolitan
Museum; Symbology; The Berbers…. She’s saying our Creation stories come from
Egypt, and renounces Six Nations oral tradition and elders.
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This pseudo-science fiction comes from Black and White supremacists or Moorish
Science. Peters denies being a cult member though she supports cult like ideas.
CEO Ernestine Trudeau is allied with the Quebec militia and sovereign citizen
movements, New Agers, and altmedicine quacks. It’s a shame that some Natives
are joining.
Cults offer a temporary false feeling of being special and a simplistic worldview. Life
catches up with these fast buck scammers. The camel followers could end up
poorer.
Genuine Ongwehonwe are the targeted losers. Our real claims, with historical and
legal backing, are supposed to be made harder to assert. US and Canadian
authorities prefer to talk to nut cakes than real Indigenous.
Dr. Al Carroll is a historian, Fulbright Scholar, and activist, helping found the
hatewatch group New Age Frauds Plastic Shamans (NAFPS) at
www.newagefraud.org . He is the author of Medicine Bags and Dog Tags: American
Indian Veterans from Colonial Times to the Second Iraq War from University of
Nebraska Press.
MNN Mohawk Nation News, kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books, to
donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters, go to www.mohawknationnews.com See
Category “Akwesasne”.
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